
Crashing into Earth 
Students will create craters on their simulated moon. 
 

 
Materials: 
Shallow pan 

One bag of flour 

Container of cocoa 

Measuring tape 

Marble 
 

Activity: 

1) Fill the shallow pan with about 1/4 inch of flour and sprinkle cocoa over the 

surface. 

2) Drop the marble from a known height onto the surface of the pan. 

3) Measure the diameter of the impact crater in the flour. 

4) Mix the contents of the pan together and sprinkle more cocoa onto the 

surface. 

5) For experimentation, increase or decrease the height of the marble. 
 

Explanation: 
As particles or rocks are traveling through space, they are known as             

meteoroids.  When they enter the Earth’s atmosphere, they light up brightly as 

friction vaporizes the surface of the meteoroid.  At this time, a meteoroid is 

known as a meteor.  If this object does not entirely burn up in the atmosphere 

and it strikes the Earth, it is known as a meteorite.  The marble creates a crater 

within the surface of the flour in similar fashion to meteorites which strike the 

Earth. 
 

 

Independent variable: Height of the marble   

Dependent variable: Diameter of the crater   

Hypothesis:   
If the HEIGHT OF THE MARBLE is (increased/decreased), then the DIAMETER 

OF THE CRATER will (increase/decrease). 

 



How much do you weigh? 
Children will understand that the weight of an object depends on the force of 

gravity. 
 

Materials: 
Calculator 

Bathroom scale (optional) 

Various household objects (with weight provided on the label, i.e. bag of flour, 

sugar, etc.) 

Weight Chart 
 

Activity: 
1) Collect several items from home and identify the weight of each 

item.  Write these weights down on your Weight Chart. 
 

2) Explain to the child that the force which pulls us to the ground is called 

gravity.  Therefore, if gravity was a little bit stronger than normal, an 

object would appear to weigh a little bit more.  This is what happens on other 

planets in the solar system!!! 
 

3) Use your calculator to multiply the weight of your objects with the number 

on the Weight Chart.  These numbers show the amount of gravity on each 

planet as compared to Earth’s gravity.  For example, the gravity on Mercury 

is 40% less than on Earth!  So, a four-pound bag of four on Earth would only 

weigh 1.6 pounds! 

 

Explanation: 
 Gravity is a force that attracts objects to each other. This force is pulls an 

object (like you or I) toward the center of another object (like the earth).  When 

you weigh yourself, you are measuring the amount of gravity that is pulling you 

towards the Earth.  The Moon has a weaker gravitational attraction than Earth. In 

fact, the Moon's gravity is only 1/6 of Earth's gravity. So, you would weigh less on 

the Moon.  

 



Weight Chart 
  

 Multiply the Earth 
weight by: 

The "new" weight 
would be: 

Mercury 0.4   

Venus 0.9   

Earth 1   

Moon 0.17   

Mars 0.4   

Jupiter 2.5   

Saturn 1.1   

Uranus 0.8   

Neptune 1.2   

Pluto 0.01   

Sun 28   

 

http://www.exploratorium.edu/ronh/weight/ 

 
 

http://www.exploratorium.edu/ronh/weight/


Planetary “Bracelet” 
Children will create a scale model of a solar system in the form of a HUGE 

bracelet. 
 

Materials: 
10 different colored beads 

6 feet (2 meters) of string 

Meterstick 
 

Activity: 
Inform the child that you will be exploring the distances between each of the 

planets in our solar system.  These distances will be measured in Astronomical 

Units (AU).  One AU is the distance between the Earth and the sun (which is 

about 93,000,000 miles). 
  
The following list may be helpful: 
  

Planet Name Distance From 
Sun 

Astronomical 
Units (AU)  

Length of string 
attached to each 

bead 

Mercury 36,000,000 miles 0.4 4 cm 

Venus 67,000,000 miles 0.7 7 cm 

Earth 93,000,000 miles 1 10 cm 

Mars 142,000,000 miles 1.5 15 cm 

Jupiter 484,000,000 miles 5 50 cm 

Saturn 887,000,000 miles 9.5 95 cm 

Uranus 1,784,000,000 miles 19 190 cm 

Neptune 2,796,000,000 miles 30 300 cm 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 



Explanations: 
 
For younger children:   
Pre-cut the lengths of string found on the last column of the chart. 
  

For older children:   
Have the child complete the chart by multiplying each AU distance by the scale 

factor of 10 cm per astronomical unit. (10 cm represents 1 AU) 
  
Tie one bead at the end of each piece of string.  For example, a 4 cm length of 

string is to be tied to one bead.  This represents the distance from the Sun to 

the planet Mercury. 

 

Then, attach the free end of the string to the bead that has the 7 cm length of 

string.  Now you have Mercury AND Venus attached to each other.  Repeat this 

process as shown on the chart above. 

 

Once you have completed your “bracelet”, remind the child that our solar system 

is HUGE in size by normal standards. You may also want to discuss how planets 

farther away from the Sun are colder, and planets closest to the Sun are warmer. 
  
  
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Gravity on a Sheet 
Children will model a planet in motion. 
 

Materials: 
Large tablecloth or sheet 

Heavy object (i.e. bag of flour, sand, etc...) 

Marble 
 

Activity: 
1) Secure the ends of the sheet or tablecloth about 2/3 down to the four legs 

of a sturdy table.  You may need string or tape to make a secure connection. 

2) Carefully place the heavy object in the center of the tablecloth.  It may be 

best to have the object stretch the cloth until it rests on the floor! 

3) Ask the child to predict what will happen to the path of the marble if they 

roll it across the sheet. 

4) Have the child roll the marble across the sheet, varying its speed until it’s 

path winds down towards the heavy object. 

5) Was the child’s prediction correct? 
 

Explanation: 
The path of the marble is identical to the path of a satellite in outer space.  

Moons and planets are drawn towards the powerful gravitational fields of larger 

objects (like the sun).  This causes the smaller objects’ paths to be spiral in 

nature.  If the speed of an object is too fast, it will not be drawn towards the 

larger object in space.  You can test this by speeding up the marble.  If it is rolled 

too quickly, it will fall off of the tablecloth before the heavy object can pull it in!  

Scientists use this within all of their spacecraft designs.  Gravity is a powerful 

tool in the development of spacecraft! 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 



Wishing upon a Star 
Children will use estimation and sampling to study the night sky. 
 

Materials: 
Piece of paper      Scissors 

Measuring tape      Starfield sheet (see attached) 
     

Activity: 
1) Cut a 1”x 1” hole in a piece of paper. 

2) Place the Starfield sheet on the table. 

3) Lay the sheet with the 1”x 1” hole over the Starfield sheet in a random    

position. 

4) Record the number of stars within the hole in the paper and repeat this 

procedure two more times. 

5) Multiply the number of stars in each trial by 30 (since the actual      

Starfield sheet is 30 times greater than the hole), add each of these trials 

together and take an average by dividing this sum by three. 

6) Repeat steps three through five for experimentation at least two more 

times. 
 

Explanation: 
Scientists use this same method (known as sampling) to determine the estimated 

size of a large population.  The actual number of stars within the Starfield is 200.  

In order to determine the most accurate estimation, it would be best to take an 

average of all trials that you undergo.  As with all of science, the more trials you 

run, the more accurate your estimate will be! 
 

Independent variable:  Number of attempts 

Dependent variable:  Accuracy of your estimate 
 

Hypothesis:   
 

If the NUMBER OF ATTEMPTS is (increased/decreased), then the ACCURACY 

OF YOUR ESTIMATE will (increase/decrease). 
 

 



 
Starfield 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Tasty Moon Phases 
 

Children will model the moon phases using cookies.   
 

Materials: 
Four sandwich cookies (like Oreo’s) 

Paper plate 

Plastic/butter knife 

Pencil/pen 

 
Activity: 
Have the child label the phases of the moon on the face of the paper plate.  The 

following list may be helpful for you.  Each phase has been identified with a 

particular “time” as can be found on a clock: 

 

12 o’clock – New Moon 

3 o’clock – Last Quarter 

6 o’clock – Full Moon 

9 o’clock – First Quarter 

 

For older students, they may add the following phases: 

 

Between 12 o’clock and 3 o’clock – Crescent Moon 

Between 3 o’clock and 6 o’clock – Gibbous Moon 

Between 6 o’clock and 9 o’clock – Gibbous Moon 

Between 9 o’clock and 12 o’clock – Crescent Moon 

 

Have the child twist apart the cookies and scrape off the cream to simulate the 

four primary moon phases.  Older students can add the crescent and gibbous 

moons to their model. 

 

You can check the accuracy of the child’s model with the diagram on the following 

page. 

 
 
 



Explanation: 
The moon rotates on its axis at the same pace as it revolves around Earth. As a 

result, the moon always keeps the same side pointed toward us throughout its 

orbit.  We only see the moon because sunlight reflects back to us from its 

surface; it has no light source of its own. What changes is the portion of the moon 

that can be seen from Earth. The sun always illuminates half of the moon. The half 

of the moon facing the sun is always lighted; but the lighted side does NOT always 

face Earth. As the moon circles Earth, the amount of its disk facing us that is 

lighted by the sun changes, altering how much of the lunar surface appears bright 

and how much is in darkness. The changes are known as phases, and repeat in a 

specific cycle. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



It’s Just a Phase... 
 

Children will take part in a 3D model of moon phases. 
 

Materials: 
Large sheet of heavy cardboard (about three feet square) 

Knife 

Eight ping-pong balls or Styrofoam balls 

Glue 

Black permanent marker 

 

Activity: 

1) Take the large piece of cardboard and cut it into a square and Cut a circle in 

the center of the cardboard large enough for a child to put his/her head through.  

2) Get 8 (or more if wanted) ping pong balls. Using a black permanent marker, 

color one half of each ball black.  

3) You will be gluing the balls to the cardboard sheet about 16-24 inches away 

from the hole in its center.  It is very important to glue each of the balls with the 

black side facing the same direction.   

4) In order to locate where to glue the balls onto the cardboard, first think of 

a compass...  if you were to look down onto the cardboard square, you will need to 

glue the balls between 16-24 inches away from the hole at the following compass 

locations: 
 

North, Northeast, East, Southeast, South, Southwest, West and Northwest 
 

5) Remember!  Each of the balls must have their black sides facing the same 

direction.  All of these sides could be facing north, south, east or west... it doesn’t 

really matter. 

 

Now the fun part... 

6) Have the child insert their head into the hole of the cardboard.  Their head 

represents the earth.  Now, have the child rotate their head while inside the hole 

to model the rotation of the earth.  As they face each ping pong ball, they will 

notice a different phase of the moon: 
 



 

New Moon - The Moon's unilluminated side is facing the Earth. The 

Moon is not visible (except during a solar eclipse). 

 

Waxing Crescent - The Moon appears to be partly but less than one-

half illuminated by direct sunlight. The fraction of the Moon's disk that 

is illuminated is increasing. 

 

First Quarter - One-half of the Moon appears to be illuminated by 

direct sunlight. The fraction of the Moon's disk that is illuminated is 

increasing. 

 

Waxing Gibbous - The Moon appears to be more than one-half but not 

fully illuminated by direct sunlight. The fraction of the Moon's disk 

that is illuminated is increasing. 

 

Full Moon - The Moon's illuminated side is facing the Earth. The Moon 

appears to be completely illuminated by direct sunlight. 

 

Waning Gibbous - The Moon appears to be more than one-half but not 

fully illuminated by direct sunlight. The fraction of the Moon's disk 

that is illuminated is decreasing. 

 

Last Quarter - One-half of the Moon appears to be illuminated by 

direct sunlight. The fraction of the Moon's disk that is illuminated is 

decreasing. 

 

Waning Crescent - The Moon appears to be partly but less than one-

half illuminated by direct sunlight. The fraction of the Moon's disk that 

is illuminated is decreasing. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Explanation: 
During the moon's cycle, the actual shape of the moon never changes. It is always 

a sphere. We only see the moon because sunlight reflects back to us from its 

surface; it has no light source of its own. What changes is the portion of the moon 

that can be seen from Earth. The sun always illuminates half of the moon. The half 

of the moon facing the sun is always lighted; but the lighted side does NOT always 

face Earth. As the moon circles Earth, the amount of its disk facing us that is 

lighted by the sun changes, altering how much of the lunar surface appears bright 

and how much is in darkness. The changes are known as phases, and repeat in a 

specific cycle. These are the primary phases: New Moon, First Quarter, Full Moon, 

and Last Quarter. (It takes 29.5 days to go from one New Moon to the next.) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 



Why is the Sky Blue? 

Children will explain why the sky is blue and the sunrise/sunsets are red. 
 

Materials: 
 Mini-MagLite or penlight  

 4 to 6 glue sticks (must be the clear ones used in glue guns)  

 Sheet of white paper  

 Clear packaging tape  
 
 

Activity: 
1. Turn off all lights in the room. 

2. Shine the Maglite into one end of a glue stick and hold the other end of the 

glue stick approximately one centimeter from the white background.  

3. The end of the glue stick closer to the Mini-MagLite should be a different 

color than the other end.  Notice the color of the circle on the white paper. 

4. Tape two glue sticks together end to end with the clear tape.  

5. Repeat the investigation with the Mini-MagLite, and notice any difference 

in the colors along the glue sticks and in the colored circle on the white 

paper.  

6. Continue to attach more glue sticks with the clear tape and to notice the 

changes in color and intensity along the glue sticks and in the colored circle. 
 

Explanation: 
The glue stick scatters the blue light out of the white MagLite beam more than 

the yellow or the red light. Because of this, the end of the glue stick nearest the 

MagLite appears blue and the other end is yellow to yellow-orange. As more glue 

sticks are joined together, more yellow light is scattered.  So, the colored circle 

on the white paper changes to an orange color. 
 

During the day, the sky is blue because blue light is most readily scattered from 

sunlight in the atmosphere, just as blue light was most readily scattered from 

white light in the glue sticks. At sunset, light travels through a greater thickness 

of atmosphere before reaching your eyes than it does when the sun is higher in 

the sky.  This is modeled by the increasing length of the glue sticks.  As more red 

light was visible with longer glue sticks, our atmosphere looks redder because the 

light from the sun travels a greater distance through our atmosphere.   

 

 



Instructions for Using Uncle Al’s Star Wheels

1. Align your date and time, and then look up at the sky
2. Locate the constellation you want to find on the map.
3. Turn your map so the horizon it is closest to is at the bottom.
4. The star positions in the sky should match those on the wheel.

© 2006, 2009 by the Regents of the University of California
Uncle Al’s Star Wheels are based on LHS Sky Challengers created by Budd Wentz and 

available through LHS Museum Store
510-642-1016    http://www.lhs.berkeley.edu/pass/ast110&111&121.html

Download Uncle’Al’s Sky Wheels from http://lhs.berkeley.edu/hou/img/uncleal 

UNCLE AL’S 
HANDS-ON UNIVERSE

STAR WHEELS
Northern Hemisphere

Star Wheel Holder

Version: May 2009



INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSEMBLING UNCLE AL’S STAR WHEELS

Step 1: Print out all pages either on heavy cardstock or paste them 
onto a file folder or any other sturdy piece of cardboard. 

Step 2: Cut along the black outer circle of the Star Wheel and along 
the solid lines on the Star Wheel Holder. Remove the interior 
oval shape on the Star Wheel Holder.

Step 3: On the Star Wheel Holder, fold the cardboard along the 
dashed lines.

Step 4: Tape or staple along the edges of the Star Wheel 
Holder forming a pocket.

Step 5: Place the Star Wheel in the Star Wheel Holder.

© 2006, 2009 by the Regents of the University of California
Uncle Al’s HOU Star Wheels are based on LHS Sky Challengers created by Budd Wentz and 

available through the LHS Discovery Corner Store 510-642-1016
http://lhs.berkeley.edu/pass/AST110&111&121.html

Download Uncle’Al’s Sky Wheels from http://lhs.berkeley.edu/starclock/skywheel.html
 

Version: May 2009



Version: May 2009

Grid version of the star wheel may be used 
for plotting objects of interest (planets, 
comets, asteroids, deep sky objects. etc.)
to make custom wheels.


